Forces and torques in the nucleus: chromatin under mechanical constraints.
Genomic DNA in eukaryotic cells is organized in discrete chromosome territories, each consisting of a single huge hierarchically supercoiled nucleosomal fiber. Through dynamic changes in structure, resulting from chemical modifications and mechanical constraints imposed by numerous factors in vivo, chromatin plays a critical role in the regulation of DNA metabolism processes, including replication and transcription. Indeed, DNA-translocating enzymes, such as polymerases, produce physical constraints that chromatin has to overcome. Recent techniques, in particular single-molecule micromanipulation, have allowed precise quantization of forces and torques at work in the nucleus and have greatly improved our understanding of chromatin behavior under physiological mechanical constraints. These new biophysical approaches should enable us to build realistic mechanistic models and progressively specify the ad hoc and hazy "because of chromatin structure" argument often used to interpret experimental studies of biological function in the context of chromatin.